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15 [Abstract]

PROBLEM TO BE SOLVED: To surely pressurize substrates to obtain a

specified gap while the substrates are positioned with good accuracy and

maintaining parallel to each other.

SOLUTION: One pressurizing plate 1 is moved upward and downward by a

20 lifting member 4 so that one substrate A sucked and held on the

pressurizing and sucking face 1a of the plate 1 approaches nearer to the

other substrate B sucked and held on the pressurizing and sucking face 2a

of the other pressurizing plate 2. While the proximity state is maintained, a

flexible material 4 is elastically deformed to slightly move and tilt the one

25 pressurizing plate 1 and one substrate A so that the one substrate A is
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uniformly pressurized along the face of the other substrate B by the flat

pressurizing and sucking face 1a of the pressurizing plate 1 made of a rigid

body.
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[Claims]

[Claim 1] A device for manufacturing a liquid crystal panel which

pressurizes two upper and lower substrates A and B to have a

predetermined gap, and bonds the two substrates A and B by hardening an

5 adhesive C between the two substrates A and B, The device comprising: a

pair of upper and lower pressurizing plates 1 and 2 being formed as a rigid

body and having flat pressurizing adsorbing surfaces 1a and 2a on which

the substrates A and B are respectively adsorbed; and a lifting/lowering

member 3 for supporting any one of the pressurizing plates 1 and 2 to be

10 freely reciprocated in the up/down direction with respect to the other plate,

one pressurizing plate 1 being supported on the lifting/lowering member 3 to

be freely inclined and transferred by elastic deformation of a flexible

material 4.

[Claim 2] The device of claim 1, wherein a closed space 5 is formed

15 between the lifting/lowering member 3 and the flexible material 4, and the

flexible material 4 is elastically deformed so that one pressurizing plate 1

can be transferred in the up/down direction toward the other pressurizing

plate 2 by a rise of an internal pressure of the closed space 5.

[Claim 3] The device of either claim 1 or 2, wherein a fluid 6 controlled in

20 temperature is supplied to the closed space 5, for raising the internal

pressure of the closed space 5.

[Claim 4] The device of any one of claims 1 , 2 and 3, wherein any one of the

pressurizing plates 1 and 2 is supported to be adjusted and transferred in

the horizontal direction with respect to the other plate.
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[Title of the Invention] Device for Manufacturing Liquid Crystal Panel

[Detailed Description of the Invention]

[0001]

[Field of the Invention] The present invention relates to A device for

5 manufacturing a liquid crystal panel which does not scatter spacers in a

non-adhesive area between two substrates such as a panel for a liquid

crystal projector, and more particularly to, A device for manufacturing a

liquid crystal panel which precisely position-determines two upper and

lower substrates, pressurizes the two substrates to have a predetermined

10 gap, and bonds the two substrates by hardening an adhesive between the

two substrates without positioning spacers.

[0002]

[Description of the Prior Art] A conventional liquid crystal panel is

manufactured by spreading an adhesive between substrates in a frame

15 shape, and scattering spacers on the whole surfaces thereof, so that both

substrates can be easily pressurized to have a predetermined gap. Since

an image transmitting a panel for a liquid crystal projector is enlarged, the

spacers existing in a screen area are also enlarged. Therefore, the spacers

cannot be scattered inside the spreading position of the adhesive.

20 [0003]

[Problems to be Solved by the Invention] However, when one substrate is

pressurized toward the other fixed substrate by a flexible material such as a

thin plate or a film, the center portions of the substrates cannot be

supported by the spacers. Accordingly, the center portions of the

25 substrates are caved, and the center portion of the panel has a concave



surface without the predetermined gap.

[0004] An object of the present invention as recited in Claim 1 is to

precisely position-determine both substrates, maintain the two substrates in

parallel, and pressurize the two substrates to have a predetermined gap. In

5 addition to the object of the present invention as recited in Claim 1, an

object of the present invention as recited in Claim 2 is to pressurize both

substrates in micron units to have a predetermined gap without operating a

lifting/lowering member. In addition to the object of the present invention

as recited in Claim 1 or 2, an object of the present invention as recited in

10 Claim 3 is to prevent deformation of the upper and lower substrates by

temperature rise. In addition to the object of the present invention as

recited in Claim 1, 2 or 3, an object of the present invention as recited in

Claim 4 is to position-determine the upper and lower substrates and

pressurize both substrates with a predetermined gap by using one

15 apparatus.

[0005]

[Means for Solving the Problem] In order to achieve the aforementioned

objects of the present invention, A device for manufacturing a liquid crystal

panel as recited in Claim 1 includes: a pair of upper and lower pressurizing

20 plates being formed as a rigid body and having flat pressurizing adsorbing

surfaces on which the substrates are respectively adsorbed; and a

lifting/lowering member for supporting any one of the pressurizing plates to

be freely reciprocated in the up/down direction to the other plate. Here, one

pressurizing plate is supported on the lifting/lowering member to be freely

25 inclined and transferred by elastic deformation of a flexible material.



In addition to the structure of Claim 1, in The device for manufacturing the

liquid crystal panel as recited in Claim 2, a closed space is formed between

the lifting/lowering member and the flexible material, and the flexible

material is elastically deformed so that one pressurizing plate can be

5 transferred in the up/down direction toward the other pressurizing plate by

rise of an internal pressure of the closed space.

In addition to the structure of Claim 1 or 2, in The device for manufacturing

the liquid crystal panel as recited in Claim 3, a fluid controlled in

temperature is supplied to the closed space, for raising the internal pressure

10 of the closed space.

In addition to the structure of Claim 1, 2 or 3, in The device for

manufacturing the liquid crystal panel as recited in Claim 4, any one of the

pressurizing plates is supported to be adjusted and transferred in the

horizontal direction to the other plate.

15 [0006]

[Operation]

In the present invention of Claim 1, one pressurizing plate is transferred in

the up/down direction by a lifting/lowering member, and one substrate

adsorbed on a pressurizing adsorbing surface of the pressurizing plate

20 approaches the other substrate adsorbed on a pressurizing adsorbing

surface of the other pressurizing plate. In the approach state, a flexible

material is elastically deformed to slightly incline and transfer one

pressurizing plate and the other substrate. Accordingly, one substrate is

evenly pressurized on the flat pressurizing adsorbing surface of the

25 pressurizing plate formed as a rigid body along the surface of the other



substrate. In addition to the structure of Claim 1, in the present invention

of Claim 2, a closed space is formed between the lifting/lowering member

and the flexible material, and the flexible material is elastically deformed so

that one pressurizing plate can be transferred in the up/down direction

5 toward the other pressurizing plate by rise of an internal pressure of the

closed space. Since the flexible material is elastically deformed by rise of

the internal pressure of the closed space, one pressurizing plate is

downwardly transferred in micron units toward the other pressurizing plate.

In addition to the structure of Claim 1 or 2, in the present invention of Claim

10 3, a fluid controlled in temperature is supplied to the closed space, for

raising the internal pressure of the closed space. Therefore, the upper and

lower substrates are cooled with one pressurizing plate therebetween. In

addition to the structure of Claim 1, 2 or 3, in the present invention of Claim

4, any one of the pressurizing plates is supported to be adjusted and

15 transferred in the horizontal direction to the other plate. The upper and

lower substrates are precisely position-determined by adjusting and

transferring any one of the pressurizing plates in the horizontal direction to

the other pressurizing plate. Thereafter, the position-determined upper and

lower substrates are pressurized to have a predetermined gap.

20 [0007]

[Embodiment of the Invention] The preferred embodiments of the present

invention will now be described in detail with reference to the accompanying

drawings. As illustrated in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b), an upper pressurizing plate 1

is supported in a floating island shape on a center of a bottom surface of a

25 lifting/lowering member 3 with a flexible material 4 therebetween, and a



lower pressurizing plate 2 is fixed not to be movable. In a state where two

upper and lower glass substrates A and B are adsorbed on flat pressurizing

adsorbing surfaces 1a and 2a of the pressurizing plates 1 and 2, respectively,

the lifting lowering member 3 is lowered so that the upper substrate A can

5 approach the lower substrate B.

[0008] The upper and lower pressurizing plates 1 and 2 are formed as a

rigid body. The flat pressurizing adsorbing surface 1a facing the surface of

the upper substrate A is formed on the bottom surface of the upper

pressurizing plate 1, and the flat pressurizing adsorbing surface 2a facing

10 the bottom surface of the lower substrate B is formed on the surface of the

lower pressurizing plate 2.

[0009] In this embodiment, the upper pressurizing plate 1 is formed as a

rigid body such as metal or ceramic, and the lower pressurizing substrate 2

is formed as a transparent rigid body such as quartz. An ultraviolet light

15 source (not shown) is installed at the lower portion of the lower pressurizing

plate 2.

[0010] Suction holes 1b and 2b are formed on the upper and lower

pressurizing plates 1 and 2. The suction holes 1b and 2b are linked to a

suction source (not shown) through suction paths 1c and 2c formed in the

20 pressurizing plates 1 and 2.

[0011] A suction device 1d that is a curved means is connected to the

suction path 1c formed in the upper pressurizing plate 1. The suction

device 1d is linked to an air suction source (not shown) through a suction

path 3c formed in the lifting/lowering member 3 discussed later.

25 [0012] The operation of the air suction source (not shown) is controlled by



a control unit (not shown). The air suction source starts air suction in the

bonding operation of the upper and lower substrates A and B, thereby

adsorbing the surface of the upper substrate A and the bottom surface of

the lower substrate B supplied to a transfer means (not shown) in the

5 preceding process on the pressurizing adsorbing surfaces 1a and 2a. In

addition, the air suction source cancels air suction after hardening an

adhesive C, thereby disconnecting the substrates A and B from the

pressurizing adsorbing surfaces 1a and 2a.

[0013] The lifting/lowering member 3 for supporting the upper pressurizing

10 plate 1 is supported by a lifting/lowering device (not shown) such as a

driving cylinder. In this embodiment, the lifting/lowering member 3 is also

adjusted and transferred in the horizontal direction by an adjusting device

(not shown).

[0014] The operation of the lifting/lowering device (not shown) is controlled

15 by the control unit. In the initial state, the lifting/lowering device disposes

the lifting/lowering member 3 in the top limit position. After the upper and

lower substrates A and B are adsorbed on the pressurizing adsorbing

surfaces 1a and 2a, the lifting/lowering device downwardly transfers the

lifting/lowering member 3 and the upper pressurizing plate 1. When the

20 upper substrate A does not contact the lower substrate B but approaches

the lower substrate B with the adhesive C therebetween, the lifting/lowering

device stops the lifting/lowering member 3 and the upper pressurizing plate

1. In the downward approach state, the adjusting device (not shown) is

manually operated so that only the lifting/lowering member 3 can be

25 upwardly transferred to the initial state after pressurization of the upper and



lower substrates A and B.

[0015] In this embodiment, a concave unit 3a is formed on the bottom

surface of the lifting/lowering member 3 facing the upper pressurizing plate

1. The upper pressurizing plate 1 is supported on the center of the concave

5 unit 3a to be freely inclined and transferred with the flexible material 4

therebetween. A closed space 5 is formed by the concave unit 3a and the

flexible material 4.

[0016] For example, the flexible material 4 is a thin plate made of metal

such as stainless steel and elastically deformable. The flexible material 4 is

10 formed in a frame shape with its center portion opened. The outer

circumference of the flexible material 4 is connected to the inner

circumference of the concave unit 3a, and the inner circumference of the

flexible material 4 is connected to the outer circumference of the upper

pressurizing plate 1. When the lifting/lowering member 3 is adjusted and

15 transferred in the horizontal direction by the adjusting device (not shown),

the upper pressurizing plate 1 follows the lifting/lowering member 3 without

an operational delay or error. In this embodiment, the flexible material 4 is

disposed to approach the pressurizing adsorbing surface 1a of the upper

pressurizing plate 1 as much as possible.

20 [0017] In addition, a supply path 3b inked to a supply source (not shown)

of a fluid 6 such as water or compressed air is formed on the lifting/lowering

member 3. After the upper and lower substrates A and B are position-

determined, the supply source supplies the fluid 6 to the closed space 5

through the supply path 3b. The flexible material 4 is elastically deformed

25 by rise of the internal pressure of the closed space 5. Therefore, the upper



pressurizing plate 1 is slightly downwardly transferred in micron units to the

lower pressurizing plate 2. In this embodiment, cold water having a lower

temperature than a set temperature is supplied to the closed space 5 as the

fluid 6.

5 [0018] On the other hand, the upper and lower substrates A and B are two

substrates having target patterns. An ultraviolet hardening adhesive C is

spread in a frame shape on the bottom surface of the upper substrate A, and

position-determining marks (not shown) are installed on the outer

circumference thereof. Here, one edge is formed by the adhesive C, which

10 is not intended to be limiting. That is, when the upper and lower substrates

A and B are formed in a large size, the plurality of edges of the adhesive are

arranged between the substrates A and B, for assembling a plurality of liquid

crystal panels at the same time.

[0019] The operation of The device for manufacturing the liquid crystal

15 panel will now be described. At the early stage, as indicated by an one-

point long dotted line of Fig. 1(a), the lifting/lowering member 3 is

maintained in the top limit position. The surface of the upper substrate A is

adsorbed on the flat pressurizing adsorbing surface 1a of the upper

pressurizing plate 1 and the bottom surface of the lower substrate B is

20 adsorbed on the flat pressurizing adsorbing surface 2a of the fixed lower

pressurizing plate 2 by air suction of the air suction source (not shown).

[0020] As indicated by a solid line of Fig. 1(a), the lifting/lowering member 3

is downwardly transferred from the top limit position by the lifting/lowering

device (not shown), and thus the upper substrate A is downwardly

25 transferred. The bottom surface of the upper substrate A does not contact



the lower substrate B but approaches the lower substrate B with the

adhesive C therebetween.

[0021] In the approach state, as indicated by a two-point long dotted line of

Fig. 1(a), when the lifting/lowering member 3 is adjusted and transferred in

5 the horizontal direction, namely, in the XYG direction by the manual

operation of the adjusting device (not shown), the upper pressurizing plate 1

follows the lifting/lowering member 3 without an operational delay or error.

[0022] As a result, the upper and lower substrates A and B are precisely

position-determined by using the position-determining marks (for example,

10 precision below ±0.5^im when the substrates A and B have a diagonal length

of 1 to 4 inches (2.54 to 10.56cm)).

[0023] In this embodiment, the flexible material 4 is disposed to approach

the pressurizing adsorbing surface 1a of the upper pressurizing plate 1.

When the upper and lower substrates A and B are position-determined by

15 adjusting and transferring the upper pressurizing plate 1 in the horizontal

direction by the lifting/lowering member 4, although the pressurizing

adsorbing surface 1a on which the upper substrate A is adsorbed is more

protruded to the lower pressurizing plate 2 than the flexible material 4,

moment is not generated and the pressurizing adsorbing surface 1a is not

20 seriously inclined to the flexible material 4. As a result, both substrates A

and B can be precisely position-determined.

[0024] After the substrates A and B are position-determined, as shown in

Fig. 1(b), in the XYG direction, the fluid 6 is supplied from the supply source

(not shown) to the closed space 5 formed between the supply path 3b of the

25 lifting/lowering member 3 and the flexible material 4.



[0025] When the internal pressure of the closed space 5 reaches an

appropriate pressure by pressurizing the upper pressurizing plate 1, the

flexible material 4 is elastically deformed to slightly downwardly transfer the

upper pressurizing plate 1 in micron units.

5 [0026] When the upper pressurizing plate 1 is slightly downwardly

transferred, the adsorbed upper substrate A is slightly downwardly

transferred in the Z direction. The bottom surface of the upper substrate A

contacts the surface of the lower substrate B adsorbed on the fixed lower

pressurizing plate 2 with the adhesive C therebetween. Both substrates A

10 and B are pressurized with a predetermined gap.

[0027] Accordingly, both substrates A and B can be pressurized in micron

units to have a predetermined gap without operating the lifting/lowering

member 3. As compared with the case of pressurizing both substrates A

and B in micron units by mechanically lifting or lowering the lifting/lowering

15 member 3 by the lifting/lowering device (not shown), The device can be

simplified in structure.

[0028] Here, when the upper substrate A downwardly transferred by the

upper pressurizing plate 1 is not completely paralleled in micron units to the

lower substrate B adsorbed on the fixed lower pressurizing plate 2, and

20 when the adhesive C formed on the bottom surface of the upper substrate A

partially contacts the surface of the lower substrate B by inclination of the

upper and lower substrates A and B, the flexible material 4 is elastically

deformed to incline and transfer the upper pressurizing plate 1 and the

upper substrate A.

25 [0029] Therefore, the bottom surface of the upper substrate A is evenly



pressurized on the flat pressurizing adsorbing surface 1a of the upper

pressurizing plate 1 formed as a rigid body along the surface of the lower

substrate B. As a result, both substrates A and B can be precisely position-

determined, maintained in parallel, and pressurized with a predetermined

5 gap. For example, when the substrates A and B have a diagonal length of 1

to 4 inches (2.54 to 10.56cm), the gap is smaller than ±0.3^im.

[0030] In a state where both substrates A and B maintain the predetermined

gap, ultraviolet rays are irradiated from the ultraviolet light source (not

shown) to the ultraviolet hardening adhesive C between the upper and lower

10 substrates A and B through the transparent lower pressurizing plate 2.

Therefore, the ultraviolet hardening adhesive C is hardened so that the

upper and lower substrates A and B can be bonded without spacers. In

addition, the upper and lower substrates A and B are position-determined

and pressurized with a predetermined gap by using one apparatus.

15 [0031] Especially, when cold water having a lower temperature than a set

temperature is supplied to the closed space 5 as the fluid 6, the upper and

lower substrates A and B are cooled with the upper pressurizing plate 1

therebetween. It is thus possible to prevent deformation of the upper and

lower substrates A and B by temperature rise.

20 [0032] On the other hand, Figs. 2(a) and 2(b) illustrate A device for

manufacturing a liquid crystal panel in accordance with another embodiment

of the present invention. An upper pressurizing plate 1' is fixed not to be

movable, and a lower pressurizing plate 2' is supported in a floating island

shape on a center of a surface of a lifting/lowering member 3' with a flexible

25 material 4' therebetween. In a state where upper and lower substrates A



and B are adsorbed on flat pressurizing adsorbing surfaces 1a' and 2a' of

the pressurizing plates 1' and 2\ respectively, the lifting lowering member 3'

and the lower pressurizing plate 2' are lifted so that the lower substrate B

can approach the upper substrate A. Except this, the structure of Figs. 2(a)

5 and 2(b) is identical to the structure of Figs. 1(a) and 1(b). In addition, a

fluid 6' is supplied to a closed space 5' formed between the lifting/lowering

member 3' and the flexible material 4', for raising the internal pressure of the

closed space 5'. Therefore, the flexible material 4' is elastically deformed

so that the lower pressurizing plate 2' can be slightly upwardly transferred

10 toward the upper pressurizing plate 1'.

[0033] Identically to the embodiment of Figs. 1(a) and 1(b), both substrates

A and B are precisely position-determined, maintained in parallel, and

pressurized to have a predetermined gap.

[0034] In the above embodiment, after the upper and lower substrates A

15 and B are position-determined, the flexible material 4 is elastically deformed

by rise of the internal pressure of the closed space 5, and thus one

pressurizing plate 1 is slightly downwardly transferred toward the other

pressurizing plate 2. It is not intended to be limiting. For example, the

flexible material 4 is elastically deformed by mechanically lifting or lowering

20 the lifting/lowering member 3 in micron units, so that one pressurizing plate

1 and the other substrate A can be slightly inclined and transferred and the

upper and lower substrates A and B can be pressurized with a

predetermined gap.

[0035] In the above embodiment, the upper pressurizing plate 1 is

25 supported to be adjusted and transferred in the horizontal direction to the



lower pressurizing plate 2 by the lifting/lowering member 3. It is not

intended to be limiting. For example, the upper and lower substrates A and

B are position-determined by supporting the lower pressurizing plate 2 to be

adjusted and transferred in the horizontal direction to the lifting/lowering

5 member 3 and the upper pressurizing plate 1, and adjusting and transferring

the lower pressurizing plate 2 in the horizontal direction. In addition, in the

above embodiment, the ultraviolet rays are irradiated to harden the

ultraviolet hardening adhesive C between the upper and lower substrates A

and B, which is not intended to be limiting. For example, an adhesive made

10 of a thermally-tempered resin can be heated and hardened.

[0036]

[Effect of the Invention] As discussed earlier, in the present invention of

Claiml, one pressurizing plate is transferred in the up/down direction by the

lifting/lowering member, and one substrate adsorbed on the pressurizing

15 adsorbing surface of the pressurizing plate approaches the other substrate

adsorbed on the pressurizing adsorbing surface of the other pressurizing

plate. In the approach state, the flexible material is elastically deformed to

slightly incline and transfer one pressurizing plate and one substrate. Thus,

one substrate is evenly pressurized on the flat pressurizing adsorbing

20 surface of the pressurizing plate formed as a rigid body along the surface of

the other substrate. Accordingly, both substrates can be precisely

position-determined, maintained in parallel, and pressurized with a

predetermined gap. In the conventional art, when the substrates are

pressurized, the center portions of the substrates which are not supported

25 by the spacers are caved not to obtain a predetermined gap. In the present



invention, the gap can be precisely formed between the substrates without

using the spacers.

[0037] In addition to the structure of Claim 1, in the present invention of

Claim 2, the flexible material is elastically deformed by rise of the internal

5 pressure of the closed space, so that one pressurizing plate can be

downwardly transferred to the other pressurizing plate in micron units.

Both substrates are pressurized in micron units to have a predetermined

gap without operating the lifting/lowering member. Therefore, as compared

with the case of pressurizing both substrates in micron units by

10 mechanically lifting or lowering the lifting/lowering member, The device can

be simplified and miniaturized in structure. Also, manufacturing expenses

of The device can be cut down.

[0038] In addition to the structure of Claim 1 or 2, in the present invention

of Claim 3, the upper and lower substrates are cooled with one pressurizing

15 plate therebetween. It is thus possible to prevent deformation of the upper

and lower substrates by temperature rise.

[0039] In addition to the structure of Claim 1, 2 or 3, in the present

invention of Claim 4, the upper and lower substrates are precisely position-

determined by adjusting and transferring any one of the pressurizing plates

20 in the horizontal direction to the other plate. Moreover, the upper and

lower substrates can be position-determined and pressurized with a

predetermined gap by using one apparatus.

[Description of Drawings]

[Fig. 1] is a longitudinal front view illustrating A device for manufacturing a

25 liquid crystal panel in accordance with a first embodiment of the present

17



invention, wherein Fig. 1(a) shows position-determination of both substrates

and Fig. 1(b) shows pressurization of both substrates.

[Fig. 2] is a longitudinal front view illustrating A device for manufacturing a

liquid crystal panel in accordance with a second embodiment of the present

5 invention, wherein Fig. 2(a) shows position-determination of both substrates

and Fig. 2(b) shows pressurization of both substrates.

[Explanation of Reference Numerals] A and B substrates, C adhesive, 1

and 2 pressurizing plates, 1a and 2a pressurizing adsorbing surfaces, 3

lifting/lowering member, 4 flexible material, 5 closed space, 6 fluid

18
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tzcox\ -^commzftixirmmmmtii.
m*m 4 <?>%m± . mimk 2 $m± 3

1

mcommz

t^zmizntx^iifo^mmm&mz^mL

m^^ti^itmiznLxK^fa^mmmz

Wik. z<o{m£bitmwttx'±Tmmt\\E.L

[00 07]
[wmmmmm) jar. ^wcommmzmmizm
^xmnth. zcommu. m ( a > rv ( b

)

Ci^ftK . ±^r^nE^ 1 »W3£7)TI*^:

<^jnE&l , 2^)«I^pE^l:

ffil a , 2 a£. ±T

l^*f3£TR£-££.r*:fc:J:9. ±*KA?&<T£«B

[00083 ±*<oinEK 1 m/Tif<vtw^m 2 kL *

AoxLffifctfi&rtS¥ffl£*0ffi83Mn a£Jg|£U T
#^SnE«20_tffifc:li N T^BOTMfcttft-f
*13rllOE®*ffi2 a£Jgj£-$-£.

[0009] ±^^JDE^ 1 £M
Hmm**y^y 9%£<0BW*"CflMc L . T^JnE

S^T*OJpES20T*t:tt % SfttROXfll (BStf

[0010] ^ii^>JiTcoinES 1 . 2 SBIfL 1

b, 2bzmmL. ztit>m\iiib, 2b^mm

[0011] Ujcoinem 1 rttcjgjsitimm® 1 c

^«a5i»3c^iioTS«« (n^-tt^) tciiii tr

[00 1 2] ±ie««iB (BS-tJ-f) (i. 3yhD-;u

SS*8 (H*Hhn T*«&$;h*±S«[A<0±®&tf
T^BOTBS**«llffiR«iBla, 2a(c«*LT
fa^witu '<mtz>mmccr>mtmztt % «
^B«LTJDE^*®1 a, 2a*^SRA. BerSX

[0013] JEfc, ±#<0flnEK 1 ££JS**IWI8Mt

IT) fc<fc9£»3*u «8M£«l"Ciafc:iBS»li (H*
e-f) izx v?wiift^mmimui±t,zmztiz>.
[ooi4] icommm (mm?) jbienyh

3 ^±R(is^as*t *j o . mmuimmffi 1 a

,

2 atiTlRA , B ^«Wftft$*l£ft£IH*aW 3

&IX±*OUpE«1&T»S*. J^A#J£*S1CS:
^LTTSM B £ *ft««fi-C*ift & kW>*Tfi&5:iS 0

S&A, B^JnE»7»fc:ii. SBS»H3^S:JJBe

[ 0 0 1 5 ] ifc. ±KI»Stt 3ti, #llj»D*§
±*<0SnE«l fc*tl)TIW3aM

U C!OOfla3a«o*At:'5ri8tttt84^LT±*^>

nnE«is«ft»»aaE(c*»L. z.tit>wmat*i
mm®4 1 xwssss 5 mmm&th

.

[0016] zmm&mui*. mutxTyu**

uzmmmzBf&zti. zmmmwm *<7>mm
tzmnth t^zftmmtfintoKWL 1 <oM$mtzm
gLTfcO. RiTiEH&taffi (H^-B-T) izX^X^^
»3***T#rti'vJBtW»LfclRt:«. ^^»frS<i^>
®* fciSH*< ±*<0iDE* 1 ^r^SJl^iirl) J: 5 tcm^

«8JtWo«^ictt, Jb^TOftlE«l^JllE««

ffil afcr«T^H'9fS5fi$^r^r^ttWf44^EELr

[0017] H^. fflE#iaa5tf 3t:«. Mi(f*^E

*^*H^7fttc±EttlW»3 b taor«iHESBI5
rtfcS* 6 U SfflSH 5 60rtE^±# LT^Jji

tt«l^attSgg3lt&£fc£J;9. T^0J[JDES2

[0018] ±T«RA. B(i. Wi.fcfBrawt

9-ym^titz2tk^mm.xh Y
) . tw-jmm

Hssti-r. ±ts^a, B*s*fflr*iitf, ^^at

S:HB$fc:ia^4T hZLb hX£ h »

[0019] aac. w^ftitt/t*A«i«i^>fHkc
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±3r<ofipE« 1 ^Tffl4JPE««ffi 1 a tc±S^Aco±

[00 203 *<0tt. ffftflMft (BStf) fcJ: 9I»
SW3#H 1(a) (05Wt:^«n< . ^cO±llf#li{LL

H*««BC £rt LXTS& B h^t8»«Brtt* & t>

[00 2 1] d^SS6«BT. H&IIHt (d^f ) CO

¥IHtftt: J: 0 > l»S»3 1 ( a ) oZjfifflSfc:

[0022] *<0!SIL JiTS^A, B^^^fu

itt»«A. B<0Wft**«l-4^^f- (2. 54-10. 56c

[0023] *Ht6«co«^t«i:. ±*tf)ME« 1 c?)Jd

X\ #Ba«4*C±*^JiiE«l^*¥*^PS»B!
LX_tTS[A, BOfiffl^fc^&l&fc:, IISA^

inE^ 2'M6utsgas-r* toKJt^x^-*vh^m
i«\ "TtttBtfl 4 XME«*ffi 1 a <mm L£
K ftot, W£«A. B£jE5i£ftB£fci^C£&.

[0024] zn&msfrittf^rruzim. xy^
mz&*<7)££<?>imx\ hi (b)

(BSHt-f) jM>«MM3*>W«3b«i->T. «I

[00 25] ^*lt:J:9. mSH5<OrtE0U:#LT.
±3froflnE& 1 A>*T*^»EStL. jSErtEfci*?-*

fc . ^8M»m 4 #919356 IX±3mMEM 1 £ fil

[0026] £*)±#<0jPE« 1 comfrtcTmizX 9

.

U ^±^A<oTffi^StffflC£tf Lt\
8*ifcT*^ioE« 2 LfcTSS B<o±ffi£

SflM^fcSfc. ifL^ffiS«A. Bfc«i4>*>HM**

[0 0 27] ^fcypL #BSW3S'#»S-fr1-^S*
SA. BiS^Dy*ttTBf«^yr«caW:S. fto

3(OlTSTfltA , B * £ ? Dy#{5Tf^^r>

[0028] Z<m. ±*^1PE« 1 TT»£ Uz±M
WLAt. HSE«Sfi3tT»<03wE«2iciR5l»»Lfc

TSK B ?)±fflh $ ? dVmx^£%¥-'<i?l±%
<.±TmUA. BO«atci:9«*)<i±a«ATffi^
«^C^^B<0±ffi«C»LTffl^Cifil*W"^«

4imasmtx±*<ojpek i arx±s«a^mws

[0029] «x(cj: 0 , H**&**±^0lnE* 1

OTffl£ilPE»*ffil aT*±a«AOTffi^TS«BO
±ffi£l,oXi^£JPE£i'l&. **>iS£L MS&A,

wTtX'Wzizwimz. z<D^vrmm±. m
itfSKA. BO^ft^l-4^y^ (2.54-10.56C

a) 11^, ±0. 3jummTT*ft&.

[0030] ^LX. KOjLoZmfeicvvy'ZtmL
tz££tmx\ m&Ti*<m&m*mLxm&<?>

B8*>kHSS^^ r^tifL#-&*)gW£j: OX"

[003 1 ] ^ic. mfEffl£H5 fcft&t*att6 L

x. ia^«s*ifc**ft^iiieautJ:9fiv^t,os
ttfflUfc«*fc:tt. ±*<0HPE«l£rtl/C±*lgAR

[003 2] -^T. d2 (a) Rt/ (b) tlS-rt,^

mntmi r tfg&t LxmiT^zmmimtiht
T^^JPE^2' ##BS»3' ^0±ffi+*CT

1'
f
2' <7)¥ifi^nE«ffl 1 a' , 2a'C, IT

s

«

a . b mmi^ttrmnt 3 - aax

T*«JnEK2' £±#S*&c:tfc:J:D. TS^B^
JiSSAtcSffiL^HIft**. 1 (a) W(b)

(a) fttMb) «c^L3tiat«li:Htfc<0"C*&. K
tcH^MXfi. #l^35«3' traiBffU' k^H*c

±.%2itzzti,z£r). zmm&mw mum
±i)j$^xv^^.

[003 3] 02 (a) RtX (b) (C^-r^>cO

. mm 1 ( a > ai/ ( b > t:* LJtsaMswk mm
iz, mm^A. Bfc»Kfl< LTWfcfti*

[00 34] H % n^XttMTtt. ±T^®A r BcOfi
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5&&fti\ 3 $ ? ay^&X^zt

^•cojnE^ i Rv-iwm.KtmMzmmm ix

.

[00 35] ifcU^jfflEM-Cli. #K«K*f 3 ££ D±
#«>l]nE« 1 £ , T^m.WL 2 fctt LT*¥*|6|Aj|

8S»Sftie^Lfcj^ ^ft«B£$ftt\ T^iD
E&2 $r#B»tt3atf±*t0j!raff«St 1 (cttLT* 5

!

1*

fctfLTkf^. IglciiwSSiSfflrt^ _hT£«A. B

dfttusssftf. ztiwttmiiffmim®

JHfcttJBLTfcAv*.

[0036]

m&m<o¥m±* mumzx^~^Mw^^±T

h. Sot, JnE*- 9--T^$ix^:OS«
«W^«t^^t 7» fcftan tfMWD

[0037] it«a 2 imh i oftffloax

fCiiS!: $ ^nvffitf 7rt:it.
x . mm^mm^irmxmmm^ s ? oy#{a

[0038] If 3 0>mi*. If 1 * fctt 2 <03S

[0039] lt*«4 tfMMHIi, ff*Jl 1 N 2 iTtti 3

^Jl^mcjfcT . -*^JpE«^X«ifl!l*c0SDE

StO^fe^^rSrfa^tWLTTKWlfil^iH^ift^

xmfe*?* v ritzmtiznx . ±TmsL^immb

t

F9t£W> 7£ Tit Lfc-^SKTIt d T'# £

.

[Hffio^m^^]
[nn *mi<o-nmi**w&'**>\swmm
<7>tmJEmmX't> 0 . ( a ) fcfflSK^ffiH^frW*£
^L. (b) «PI*S^)JnEB*$:^LT^S.

^WBSjEiBHrA 9 . ( a ) tt^SScofia^iiri*

£^L. ( b ) «iM^K^JnED#^^LTV^.

A. B C

1 , 2 JnEIK la, 2a

®
5 m^rQi 6 gfflc
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[HI] [02]

2c


